Is someone preventing you
from moving forward?
Could that
person be

you?

Mind Power For Personal Success

Get your mind out of your way
What you call 'Mind' is only the Conscious part of it - a tip of the iceberg. What lies
underneath this is the EXTREMELY POTENT SUB-CONSCIOUS utterly unutilized. If
you know how to engage this storehouse of power, you know for sure how to enjoy a
winning and fulfilling life.

Mind Power For Personal Success - A World without limits
‘Mind power for Personal Success' is a course based on the power of thoughts and
subconscious mind. It has turned around the life of many. Mind Coach Shumi Shetty
has been instrumental in helping people from all walks of life gain control over their
mind and produce remarkable results.

Is Mind power for Personal Success for me?
If you are not as successful as you like to be?
If you are not living to your highest potential?
If your relationships are not harmonious?
If you are not you in peak health?
If you are not living an abundant life?

… Mind Power is just for you.

The Confiance Group.Globl Traninig
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Mind power for Personal Success employs various scientific
techniques to offer you manifold benefits:
Discover old negative thought patterns that are holding you back
Understand why they are a part of your sub-conscious mind
Learn to replace them with a new positive way of thinking
Take the first steps to creating the life you wish to live

Program Options
Each of these courses can be delivered in keynote, half-day and full-day format.

About Shumi
Shumi Shetty is a much-sought-after speaker, successful entrepreneur, author, life coach
and mentor. A certified Mind Power trainer, Shumi conducts experiential seminars so
powerful that they totally transform one’s attitude to a highly positive one.
Shumi holds an MBA in Human Resources and is the Charter President of ‘Mulund
Toastmasters’. Her mission in life is to help people transform their lives by harnessing
the Power of Sub-conscious.
Shumi Shetty conducts regular seminars for Corporates, Associations, Educational
Institutes, and has effectively coached people from Insurance, NBFC, Realty, Durables
etc. She is also highly experienced in conducting workshops on Personal Excellence,
Creativity & Innovation, Law of Attraction, among others.
Shumi’s seminars are regarded as amazingly transforming and empowering.

Testimonials
I highly recommend Shumi Workshop. Not only does she walk her talk, but she truly
cares about seeing you reach your personal goals, whatever they may be!"
- Dr. Mukkesh Certified - Life Coach & Mind Power Trainer - Hyderabad
You have motivated us to work on our dreams which we had forgotten as most of us
got busy with our families. You made us realise that forgiveness was the best healer & a
simple act of forgiveness could heal any ailment.
- Poonam Gambhir - Inner Wheel Club of Mulund Hills
Making the decision to attend your workshop was one of the wisest personal and
professional decisions I have ever made. I am now clearer on how I want to design my
life and have tools and strategies to make my dreams a reality.”
- Radha Moorty
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info@shumishetty.com
www.shumishetty.com
www.facebook.com/shumishetty

